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Dale, Marc, Andrew and James working at their 3rd Internship.
Welcome Message from the Project SEARCH University of Aberdeen onsite Team.

Hi everyone,

This month the interns have settled into their third and final Internships. The interns are all applying for lots of jobs and some getting interviews. Please keep the Interns in mind when you spot a job vacancy.

By Lisa Mant

New Job Alert:
Erin got a job at McDonald’s as a Customer Service Assistant
Well Done Erin!!
For Andrew’s third internship, he is with the IT department where he helps repair computers, support the helpdesk and look after wires and cables.

Ben is doing his third internship at Rocking Horse Nursery where he helps the staff look after the children.

Jack is at the Aberdeen Sport Village as a Receptionist where he has been doing office tasks, talking on the phone and interacting with the public.

Meghan’s third internship is as a Café Assistant at the Aberdeen Sports Village. Where she serves customers, operates the coffee machine, clears tables and conducts general cleaning.

Dale is now working at the Cruickshank Botanic Gardens where he is weeding, planting, cutting grass, strimming, painting benches and supporting the gardeners.
Callum’s third internship at the Maintenance Department. as a Mechanical Trades Assistant, assisting in fixing and sorting mechanical repairs across the University campus.

James is doing his last internship as Information Assistant at the Sir Duncan Rice Library, where he updates databases, sorts and re-shelves books, researches prices and also going out in van to get books with other staff.

Marc is doing his last internship as Information Assistant at the Sir Duncan Rice Library, where he updates databases, sorts and re-shelves books, researches prices and also going out in van to get books with other staff.

Erin did her final internship with the Hardback Café at the Sir Duncan Rice Library before she got her job, where she served customers tea/coffee as well as cleaning and clearing tables and also filling drinks cabinet with bottle.

Zach’s third internship is with the Audio Visual Department. as a Technician Assistant, helping to set up projectors in rooms around the University, and respond to faults.
Name: Jack Watt  Reasons:

1) He has done well at his third internship
2) He has managed to get a couple of interviews for Admin jobs
3) He has done well in applying for jobs.